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Eliminate confusion, maximize deductions, reduce payments, and conquer your small business

taxes with ease In J.K. Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2015, the most trusted name in tax guidance

helps small business owners maximize their bottom line. Fully updated for 2014 tax returns and

2015 tax planning, this detailed guide provides concise, plain-English explanations of tax laws

tailored to business owners who are experts in their fieldâ€”not in taxes. A complete listing of

available business expense deductions includes comprehensive information on dollar limits and

record-keeping requirements, allowing business owners to quickly recognize the deductions for

which they qualify and make tax-savvy business decisions year round. Sample forms and checklists

allow you to organize your preparation, and clear instruction on tax form navigation helps you get it

right the first time. Small business owners have a full plate. Indeed, just keeping the business going

is a more than full-time job. But when tax time rolls around, you still need to fileâ€”correctly, on time,

and without making errors or leaving money on the table. Small Business Taxes 2015 simplifies the

process, breaking down tax laws and the filing process. You'll get expert insight on every step of the

process, from organizing paperwork to sending the check, including clear guidance on how to: 

Create a year-long record-keeping system that will streamline the filing process Clarify income and

losses and deal with operational income and losses, capital gains, and property sales Discover the

latest tax credits and deductions that may apply to your business Tailor a tax strategy to your

business's size, maturity, and growth potential  Frustration-free filing is not a myth. With the proper

planning and understanding, you can save your business a significant amount of money, without

wading through volumes of tax legalese. J.K. Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2015 provides the

facts, strategies, and up to date information you need to get it done right, and get back to work.
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Love these books , only negative they are printed before the current year tax changes

This tax book is a steal compared to trying to find accurate tax information on the Internet or paying

a fortune to a CPA or tax attorney. I bought the ebook version from Google Play. Barbara does a

fairly good job of updating it for tax changes every year, and also be sure to download the

supplement from the very latest laws.

Although there is a lot of information in this volume, I would have found it easier to follow if it had a

correlating index to actual IRS forms. I did not purchase it to read the entire volume prior to setting

up books, but as an aid for preparing taxes. It is not well suited for that. There also seems to be

some broad generalizations that did not help in discerning to what category and whether something

was an allowable deduction. I remembered using this resource many years ago, and recall it

seeming much more helpful then.

Good info, detailed. This is a reference book and needs to be treated as such. If you are looking for

general business info, this is not it. Good insight into the side of business that most small business

owners prefer not to think about, but can make a big difference to your operation and long-term

success.

Tough to address business taxes before congress finalizes 2014 taxes. The book references you to

their website for updates as tax laws finalize however the site is pretty worthless.

Very well organized, always easy to find new laws and those that are no longer effective.I use this in

conjunction with my professional edition of J.K. Lasser's Tax guide

Bought this because I am dong my taxes. Good tax information. Hope I don't get audited.

Full of great information. Valuable reference. Have even given a copy as a gift.
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